Research concerning the spatial dimension fit (tight versus loose) has been based on a tacit but untested assumption that the dimension fit is symmetrical, with tight-and loose-fitting relations highlighting the dimension fit with equal force. We propose a reformulation, documenting that adult speakers of English (Experiment 1) and Korean (Experiment 2) are sensitive to the dimension fit, but that their representation is asymmetric, with tight-fitting events highlighting fit with greater force than loose-fitting events. We propose that sensitivity to the dimension fit is more resilient than has previously been suggested, and that the asymmetry documented here provides a foundation upon which to pursue nuanced questions about the relationship between language and our underlying representations of space.
Introduction
Some of the most captivating questions in cognitive psychology consider how our most fundamental concepts (e.g., time and space) are represented and whether our representations are shaped by the language that we have acquired. In crafting answers to these questions, researchers have adopted very different perspectives. At one extreme lies the suggestion that human languages differ profoundly, that language exerts a strong influence on underlying conceptual representations, and that as a result, when cross-linguistic differences arise, they are accompanied by concomitant differences in underlying representations (Whorf, 1956) . At the other extreme lies the suggestion that human languages differ little (if at all) in their representational capacities (Chomsky, 1986) , that language exerts a minimal influence on non-linguistic representations, and that as a result, speakers of different languages share strong convergences in their underlying representations (Gennari, Sloman, Malt, & Fitch, 2002; Li & Gleitman, 2002; Malt, Sloman, Gennari, Shi, & Wang, 1999; Munnich, Landau, & Dosher, 2001; Papafragou, Massey, & Gleitman, 2002) . Between these lie a host of intermediate perspectives, which vary in their characterization of cross-linguistic differences and in their articulation of whether these differences influence the underlying non-linguistic representations (e.g., Boroditsky, 2001; Davidoff, Davies, & Roberson, 1999; Hespos & Spelke, 2004; Imai & Gentner, 1997; Levinson, 1996; Lucy, 1992; McDonough, Choi, & Mandler, 2003; Slobin, 1996) . Despite these differences in perspective, research programs in this area follow virtually the same logical approach. First, two (or more) languages are identified that differ in a potentially relevant way. Then, non-linguistic tasks are designed to discover whether this difference in the domain of language has consequences on speakers' conceptual representations.
The success of this approach rests upon the accuracy with which both the relevant linguistic phenomena and 
